WHERE TO SLEEP IN SIENA
The association “Gruppo Modellisti Senesi” offers you some solution to sojourn in Siena on the
occasion of “Seps of History” 2022 and it recommends you to book your room in time, since the city
recalls a lot of tourists.
Send a message to our e-mail: gms@modellistisenesi.it with the indications on the typology of
room that you prefer and the days when you’ll stay here; you’ll be contacted by our collaborator
that will furnish you all the information you may need (location, rates, etc.) and she can put you in
contact with the structure "settled" that suits you more.
HOTEL BEST WESTERN SAN MARCO SIENA, Strada Massetana, 70 – Siena
Three stars, modern, internal parking, easily accessible from the ring road and outside
the city walls (ZTL). Close to the mini-bus stop (Pollicino) which leads directly to the
historic center; also stops at Porta Fonte Branda, practically 10 meters from the
exhibition venue (few places available).
[cod. sconto: Modellisti Senesi]
https://www.sanmarcosiena.it/ sanmarco.si@bestwestern.it

Tel. +39 0577 271566

HOTEL ITALIA, Via C.B. Cavour, 67 - Siena
Three stars, located on the avenue that connects the northern area of the city (FlorenceSiena highway) with the historic center, and from which it is possible to reach the
exhibition venue on foot (30 minutes) or by bus.
[cod. sconto: Modellisti2022]
https://www.hotelitalia-siena.it

info@hotelitalia-siena.it

Tel. +39 0577 44248

ALBERGO TRE DONZELLE, Via delle Donzelle, 8 – Siena
Recently renovated and furnished with typical Tuscan antiques, giving the building a
more private atmosphere than a hotel.
[discount code: Modellisti Senesi]
https://www.tredonzelle.com/

info@tredonzelle.com Tel. +39 347 2809231

PICCOLO HOTEL ETRURIA, Via delle Donzelle,3 - Siena
The hotel is centrally located in the heart of the medieval city, a stone's throw from Piazza
del Campo and near the prestigious Via Banchi di Sotto.
Housed in a recently renovated aristocratic palace of the 1500s, with an adjoining stone
tower wisely preserved. .
[discount code: Modellisti Senesi]
https://www.hoteletruria.com/

info@hoteletruria.it

Tel.+39 338 7615052

ALBERGO CANNON D’ORO, Via Montanini, 3 – Siena
The hotel is located in the very central and elegant Via Montanini, the shopping street
and part of the urban layout of the ancient and prestigious Via Francigena. Despite
being a few hundred meters from Piazza del Campo, it is also just as close to 4
convenient parking lots (Stadium area and Fortezza Medicea).
[cod. sconto: Modellisti Senesi]
https://www.cannondoro.com/

info@cannondoro.com

Tel.+39 0577 44321

IL CEPPO – B&B, Via Cassia Nord, 3 Monteriggioni (SI)
A few kilometers from Siena, on the ancient Via Cassia, in the direction of the Monteriggioni
fortress. Few rooms, spacious, comfortable and welcoming, furnished with the sober
elegance typical of Tuscany: The restaurant with home cooking and Sienese specialties is
very popular.

